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Note: Many slides are courtesy of C. Yero

This project is a work in progress…
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Why Deuterium?

• Simplest nuclei to study 
nucleon-nucleon 
interaction.  

• We are still working in its 
understanding at all length 
scales. 

• Fundamental to understand 
SRCs.

Short Range 
Correlations
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Proton Momentum Distribution
How can we really probe the D- and S- wave contributions?

Wiringa, Schiavilla, Pieper, Carlson, PRC 89 (2014) 0243054



Probing the deuteron with electron-scattering
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In the plane wave impulse approximation (PWIA)
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ect

or Detector
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Suppresses MEC
Suppresses IC

We can reduce at the right 
kinematics

In reality …
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controlling final-state interactions (FSI)

pm = 0.2 GeV/c
<latexit sha1_base64="yPEfc/oWlTInn8gw16DbV9lH1Ow=">AAAB/3icbVDJSgNBEO1xjXGLCl68NAbBU5wJgl6EoAc9RjALJMPQ06kkTXoWumvEMM7BX/HiQRGv/oY3/8bOctDEBwWP96qoqufHUmi07W9rYXFpeWU1t5Zf39jc2i7s7NZ1lCgONR7JSDV9pkGKEGooUEIzVsACX0LDH1yN/MY9KC2i8A6HMbgB64WiKzhDI3mF/dhLg+zCLpXbCA+Y0muon/DMKxTtkj0GnSfOlBTJFFWv8NXuRDwJIEQumdYtx47RTZlCwSVk+XaiIWZ8wHrQMjRkAWg3Hd+f0SOjdGg3UqZCpGP190TKAq2HgW86A4Z9PeuNxP+8VoLdczcVYZwghHyyqJtIihEdhUE7QgFHOTSEcSXMrZT3mWIcTWR5E4Iz+/I8qZdLjl1ybk+LlctpHDlyQA7JMXHIGamQG1IlNcLJI3kmr+TNerJerHfrY9K6YE1n9sgfWJ8/2aeVVQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yPEfc/oWlTInn8gw16DbV9lH1Ow=">AAAB/3icbVDJSgNBEO1xjXGLCl68NAbBU5wJgl6EoAc9RjALJMPQ06kkTXoWumvEMM7BX/HiQRGv/oY3/8bOctDEBwWP96qoqufHUmi07W9rYXFpeWU1t5Zf39jc2i7s7NZ1lCgONR7JSDV9pkGKEGooUEIzVsACX0LDH1yN/MY9KC2i8A6HMbgB64WiKzhDI3mF/dhLg+zCLpXbCA+Y0muon/DMKxTtkj0GnSfOlBTJFFWv8NXuRDwJIEQumdYtx47RTZlCwSVk+XaiIWZ8wHrQMjRkAWg3Hd+f0SOjdGg3UqZCpGP190TKAq2HgW86A4Z9PeuNxP+8VoLdczcVYZwghHyyqJtIihEdhUE7QgFHOTSEcSXMrZT3mWIcTWR5E4Iz+/I8qZdLjl1ybk+LlctpHDlyQA7JMXHIGamQG1IlNcLJI3kmr+TNerJerHfrY9K6YE1n9sgfWJ8/2aeVVQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yPEfc/oWlTInn8gw16DbV9lH1Ow=">AAAB/3icbVDJSgNBEO1xjXGLCl68NAbBU5wJgl6EoAc9RjALJMPQ06kkTXoWumvEMM7BX/HiQRGv/oY3/8bOctDEBwWP96qoqufHUmi07W9rYXFpeWU1t5Zf39jc2i7s7NZ1lCgONR7JSDV9pkGKEGooUEIzVsACX0LDH1yN/MY9KC2i8A6HMbgB64WiKzhDI3mF/dhLg+zCLpXbCA+Y0muon/DMKxTtkj0GnSfOlBTJFFWv8NXuRDwJIEQumdYtx47RTZlCwSVk+XaiIWZ8wHrQMjRkAWg3Hd+f0SOjdGg3UqZCpGP190TKAq2HgW86A4Z9PeuNxP+8VoLdczcVYZwghHyyqJtIihEdhUE7QgFHOTSEcSXMrZT3mWIcTWR5E4Iz+/I8qZdLjl1ybk+LlctpHDlyQA7JMXHIGamQG1IlNcLJI3kmr+TNerJerHfrY9K6YE1n9sgfWJ8/2aeVVQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yPEfc/oWlTInn8gw16DbV9lH1Ow=">AAAB/3icbVDJSgNBEO1xjXGLCl68NAbBU5wJgl6EoAc9RjALJMPQ06kkTXoWumvEMM7BX/HiQRGv/oY3/8bOctDEBwWP96qoqufHUmi07W9rYXFpeWU1t5Zf39jc2i7s7NZ1lCgONR7JSDV9pkGKEGooUEIzVsACX0LDH1yN/MY9KC2i8A6HMbgB64WiKzhDI3mF/dhLg+zCLpXbCA+Y0muon/DMKxTtkj0GnSfOlBTJFFWv8NXuRDwJIEQumdYtx47RTZlCwSVk+XaiIWZ8wHrQMjRkAWg3Hd+f0SOjdGg3UqZCpGP190TKAq2HgW86A4Z9PeuNxP+8VoLdczcVYZwghHyyqJtIihEdhUE7QgFHOTSEcSXMrZT3mWIcTWR5E4Iz+/I8qZdLjl1ybk+LlctpHDlyQA7JMXHIGamQG1IlNcLJI3kmr+TNerJerHfrY9K6YE1n9sgfWJ8/2aeVVQ==</latexit>

pm = 0.4 GeV/c
<latexit sha1_base64="99w+1eN1ZvFaJ9OZRa9XYwFi91M=">AAAB/3icbVDJSgNBEO1xjXGLCl68NAbBU5yRgF6EoAc9RjALJMPQ06kkTXoWumvEMM7BX/HiQRGv/oY3/8bOctDEBwWP96qoqufHUmi07W9rYXFpeWU1t5Zf39jc2i7s7NZ1lCgONR7JSDV9pkGKEGooUEIzVsACX0LDH1yN/MY9KC2i8A6HMbgB64WiKzhDI3mF/dhLg+zCLpXbCA+Y0muon/DMKxTtkj0GnSfOlBTJFFWv8NXuRDwJIEQumdYtx47RTZlCwSVk+XaiIWZ8wHrQMjRkAWg3Hd+f0SOjdGg3UqZCpGP190TKAq2HgW86A4Z9PeuNxP+8VoLdczcVYZwghHyyqJtIihEdhUE7QgFHOTSEcSXMrZT3mWIcTWR5E4Iz+/I8qZ+WHLvk3JaLlctpHDlyQA7JMXHIGamQG1IlNcLJI3kmr+TNerJerHfrY9K6YE1n9sgfWJ8/3MmVVw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="99w+1eN1ZvFaJ9OZRa9XYwFi91M=">AAAB/3icbVDJSgNBEO1xjXGLCl68NAbBU5yRgF6EoAc9RjALJMPQ06kkTXoWumvEMM7BX/HiQRGv/oY3/8bOctDEBwWP96qoqufHUmi07W9rYXFpeWU1t5Zf39jc2i7s7NZ1lCgONR7JSDV9pkGKEGooUEIzVsACX0LDH1yN/MY9KC2i8A6HMbgB64WiKzhDI3mF/dhLg+zCLpXbCA+Y0muon/DMKxTtkj0GnSfOlBTJFFWv8NXuRDwJIEQumdYtx47RTZlCwSVk+XaiIWZ8wHrQMjRkAWg3Hd+f0SOjdGg3UqZCpGP190TKAq2HgW86A4Z9PeuNxP+8VoLdczcVYZwghHyyqJtIihEdhUE7QgFHOTSEcSXMrZT3mWIcTWR5E4Iz+/I8qZ+WHLvk3JaLlctpHDlyQA7JMXHIGamQG1IlNcLJI3kmr+TNerJerHfrY9K6YE1n9sgfWJ8/3MmVVw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="99w+1eN1ZvFaJ9OZRa9XYwFi91M=">AAAB/3icbVDJSgNBEO1xjXGLCl68NAbBU5yRgF6EoAc9RjALJMPQ06kkTXoWumvEMM7BX/HiQRGv/oY3/8bOctDEBwWP96qoqufHUmi07W9rYXFpeWU1t5Zf39jc2i7s7NZ1lCgONR7JSDV9pkGKEGooUEIzVsACX0LDH1yN/MY9KC2i8A6HMbgB64WiKzhDI3mF/dhLg+zCLpXbCA+Y0muon/DMKxTtkj0GnSfOlBTJFFWv8NXuRDwJIEQumdYtx47RTZlCwSVk+XaiIWZ8wHrQMjRkAWg3Hd+f0SOjdGg3UqZCpGP190TKAq2HgW86A4Z9PeuNxP+8VoLdczcVYZwghHyyqJtIihEdhUE7QgFHOTSEcSXMrZT3mWIcTWR5E4Iz+/I8qZ+WHLvk3JaLlctpHDlyQA7JMXHIGamQG1IlNcLJI3kmr+TNerJerHfrY9K6YE1n9sgfWJ8/3MmVVw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="99w+1eN1ZvFaJ9OZRa9XYwFi91M=">AAAB/3icbVDJSgNBEO1xjXGLCl68NAbBU5yRgF6EoAc9RjALJMPQ06kkTXoWumvEMM7BX/HiQRGv/oY3/8bOctDEBwWP96qoqufHUmi07W9rYXFpeWU1t5Zf39jc2i7s7NZ1lCgONR7JSDV9pkGKEGooUEIzVsACX0LDH1yN/MY9KC2i8A6HMbgB64WiKzhDI3mF/dhLg+zCLpXbCA+Y0muon/DMKxTtkj0GnSfOlBTJFFWv8NXuRDwJIEQumdYtx47RTZlCwSVk+XaiIWZ8wHrQMjRkAWg3Hd+f0SOjdGg3UqZCpGP190TKAq2HgW86A4Z9PeuNxP+8VoLdczcVYZwghHyyqJtIihEdhUE7QgFHOTSEcSXMrZT3mWIcTWR5E4Iz+/I8qZ+WHLvk3JaLlctpHDlyQA7JMXHIGamQG1IlNcLJI3kmr+TNerJerHfrY9K6YE1n9sgfWJ8/3MmVVw==</latexit>

pm = 0.5 GeV/c
<latexit sha1_base64="0+HYc77t9q8A40k9oROJnBUZZ1w=">AAAB/3icbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMrKnjxMhgET3FXFL0IQQ96jGAekIQwO+lNhsw+mOkVw7oHf8WLB0W8+hve/BsnyR40saChqOqmu8uNpNBo29/W3PzC4tJybiW/ura+sVnY2q7pMFYcqjyUoWq4TIMUAVRRoIRGpID5roS6O7ga+fV7UFqEwR0OI2j7rBcIT3CGRuoUdqNO4qcXdum0hfCACb2G2hFPO4WiXbLHoLPEyUiRZKh0Cl+tbshjHwLkkmnddOwI2wlTKLiENN+KNUSMD1gPmoYGzAfdTsb3p/TAKF3qhcpUgHSs/p5ImK/10HdNp8+wr6e9kfif14zRO28nIohihIBPFnmxpBjSURi0KxRwlENDGFfC3Ep5nynG0USWNyE40y/PktpxybFLzu1JsXyZxZEje2SfHBKHnJEyuSEVUiWcPJJn8krerCfrxXq3Piatc1Y2s0P+wPr8Ad5alVg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0+HYc77t9q8A40k9oROJnBUZZ1w=">AAAB/3icbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMrKnjxMhgET3FXFL0IQQ96jGAekIQwO+lNhsw+mOkVw7oHf8WLB0W8+hve/BsnyR40saChqOqmu8uNpNBo29/W3PzC4tJybiW/ura+sVnY2q7pMFYcqjyUoWq4TIMUAVRRoIRGpID5roS6O7ga+fV7UFqEwR0OI2j7rBcIT3CGRuoUdqNO4qcXdum0hfCACb2G2hFPO4WiXbLHoLPEyUiRZKh0Cl+tbshjHwLkkmnddOwI2wlTKLiENN+KNUSMD1gPmoYGzAfdTsb3p/TAKF3qhcpUgHSs/p5ImK/10HdNp8+wr6e9kfif14zRO28nIohihIBPFnmxpBjSURi0KxRwlENDGFfC3Ep5nynG0USWNyE40y/PktpxybFLzu1JsXyZxZEje2SfHBKHnJEyuSEVUiWcPJJn8krerCfrxXq3Piatc1Y2s0P+wPr8Ad5alVg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0+HYc77t9q8A40k9oROJnBUZZ1w=">AAAB/3icbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMrKnjxMhgET3FXFL0IQQ96jGAekIQwO+lNhsw+mOkVw7oHf8WLB0W8+hve/BsnyR40saChqOqmu8uNpNBo29/W3PzC4tJybiW/ura+sVnY2q7pMFYcqjyUoWq4TIMUAVRRoIRGpID5roS6O7ga+fV7UFqEwR0OI2j7rBcIT3CGRuoUdqNO4qcXdum0hfCACb2G2hFPO4WiXbLHoLPEyUiRZKh0Cl+tbshjHwLkkmnddOwI2wlTKLiENN+KNUSMD1gPmoYGzAfdTsb3p/TAKF3qhcpUgHSs/p5ImK/10HdNp8+wr6e9kfif14zRO28nIohihIBPFnmxpBjSURi0KxRwlENDGFfC3Ep5nynG0USWNyE40y/PktpxybFLzu1JsXyZxZEje2SfHBKHnJEyuSEVUiWcPJJn8krerCfrxXq3Piatc1Y2s0P+wPr8Ad5alVg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0+HYc77t9q8A40k9oROJnBUZZ1w=">AAAB/3icbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMrKnjxMhgET3FXFL0IQQ96jGAekIQwO+lNhsw+mOkVw7oHf8WLB0W8+hve/BsnyR40saChqOqmu8uNpNBo29/W3PzC4tJybiW/ura+sVnY2q7pMFYcqjyUoWq4TIMUAVRRoIRGpID5roS6O7ga+fV7UFqEwR0OI2j7rBcIT3CGRuoUdqNO4qcXdum0hfCACb2G2hFPO4WiXbLHoLPEyUiRZKh0Cl+tbshjHwLkkmnddOwI2wlTKLiENN+KNUSMD1gPmoYGzAfdTsb3p/TAKF3qhcpUgHSs/p5ImK/10HdNp8+wr6e9kfif14zRO28nIohihIBPFnmxpBjSURi0KxRwlENDGFfC3Ep5nynG0USWNyE40y/PktpxybFLzu1JsXyZxZEje2SfHBKHnJEyuSEVUiWcPJJn8krerCfrxXq3Piatc1Y2s0P+wPr8Ad5alVg=</latexit>

Q2 = 3.5± 0.25 GeV2
<latexit sha1_base64="CFEnkhmfEj1GVosyk7af8Sn+l3I=">AAACD3icbZC7SgNBFIZnvcZ4i1raDCaK1bIbFW0E0UJLBXOBZA2zk5M4ZPbCzFkxLHkDG1/FxkIRW1s738ZJ3EITDwx8/P85nDm/H0uh0XG+rKnpmdm5+dxCfnFpeWW1sLZe1VGiOFR4JCNV95kGKUKooEAJ9VgBC3wJNb93NvRrd6C0iMJr7MfgBawbio7gDI3UKuxc3aTlAT2me/YBbcYBdeyyAYR7TOk5VEtDuzRoFYqO7YyKToKbQZFkddkqfDbbEU8CCJFLpnXDdWL0UqZQcAmDfDPREDPeY11oGAxZANpLR/cM6LZR2rQTKfNCpCP190TKAq37gW86A4a3etwbiv95jQQ7R14qwjhBCPnPok4iKUZ0GA5tCwUcZd8A40qYv1J+yxTjaCLMmxDc8ZMnoVq2Xcd2r/aLJ6dZHDmySbbILnHJITkhF+SSVAgnD+SJvJBX69F6tt6s95/WKSub2SB/yvr4BvoFmXw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CFEnkhmfEj1GVosyk7af8Sn+l3I=">AAACD3icbZC7SgNBFIZnvcZ4i1raDCaK1bIbFW0E0UJLBXOBZA2zk5M4ZPbCzFkxLHkDG1/FxkIRW1s738ZJ3EITDwx8/P85nDm/H0uh0XG+rKnpmdm5+dxCfnFpeWW1sLZe1VGiOFR4JCNV95kGKUKooEAJ9VgBC3wJNb93NvRrd6C0iMJr7MfgBawbio7gDI3UKuxc3aTlAT2me/YBbcYBdeyyAYR7TOk5VEtDuzRoFYqO7YyKToKbQZFkddkqfDbbEU8CCJFLpnXDdWL0UqZQcAmDfDPREDPeY11oGAxZANpLR/cM6LZR2rQTKfNCpCP190TKAq37gW86A4a3etwbiv95jQQ7R14qwjhBCPnPok4iKUZ0GA5tCwUcZd8A40qYv1J+yxTjaCLMmxDc8ZMnoVq2Xcd2r/aLJ6dZHDmySbbILnHJITkhF+SSVAgnD+SJvJBX69F6tt6s95/WKSub2SB/yvr4BvoFmXw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CFEnkhmfEj1GVosyk7af8Sn+l3I=">AAACD3icbZC7SgNBFIZnvcZ4i1raDCaK1bIbFW0E0UJLBXOBZA2zk5M4ZPbCzFkxLHkDG1/FxkIRW1s738ZJ3EITDwx8/P85nDm/H0uh0XG+rKnpmdm5+dxCfnFpeWW1sLZe1VGiOFR4JCNV95kGKUKooEAJ9VgBC3wJNb93NvRrd6C0iMJr7MfgBawbio7gDI3UKuxc3aTlAT2me/YBbcYBdeyyAYR7TOk5VEtDuzRoFYqO7YyKToKbQZFkddkqfDbbEU8CCJFLpnXDdWL0UqZQcAmDfDPREDPeY11oGAxZANpLR/cM6LZR2rQTKfNCpCP190TKAq37gW86A4a3etwbiv95jQQ7R14qwjhBCPnPok4iKUZ0GA5tCwUcZd8A40qYv1J+yxTjaCLMmxDc8ZMnoVq2Xcd2r/aLJ6dZHDmySbbILnHJITkhF+SSVAgnD+SJvJBX69F6tt6s95/WKSub2SB/yvr4BvoFmXw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CFEnkhmfEj1GVosyk7af8Sn+l3I=">AAACD3icbZC7SgNBFIZnvcZ4i1raDCaK1bIbFW0E0UJLBXOBZA2zk5M4ZPbCzFkxLHkDG1/FxkIRW1s738ZJ3EITDwx8/P85nDm/H0uh0XG+rKnpmdm5+dxCfnFpeWW1sLZe1VGiOFR4JCNV95kGKUKooEAJ9VgBC3wJNb93NvRrd6C0iMJr7MfgBawbio7gDI3UKuxc3aTlAT2me/YBbcYBdeyyAYR7TOk5VEtDuzRoFYqO7YyKToKbQZFkddkqfDbbEU8CCJFLpnXDdWL0UqZQcAmDfDPREDPeY11oGAxZANpLR/cM6LZR2rQTKfNCpCP190TKAq37gW86A4a3etwbiv95jQQ7R14qwjhBCPnPok4iKUZ0GA5tCwUcZd8A40qYv1J+yxTjaCLMmxDc8ZMnoVq2Xcd2r/aLJ6dZHDmySbbILnHJITkhF+SSVAgnD+SJvJBX69F6tt6s95/WKSub2SB/yvr4BvoFmXw=</latexit>

FSI max

FSI min

Paris FSI  
(Calculations: J.M. Laget)

Paris FSI+MEC+IC 
(Calculations: J.M. Laget)

JVO Model  
(Calculations: J.W. Van Orden & 

S. Jeschonnek)

DATA

CD-Bonn FSI 
(Calculations: Misak Sargsian)

Boeglin et al. (Hall A) Phys.Rev.Lett. 107, 262501 (2011)

FSI strongly anisotropic (angular-dependent): 

• Sargsian uses GEA, Laget uses fully relativistic 

• FSI peak at  

• minimal FSI at  

θnq ∼ 70∘

θnq ∼ 35 − 45∘

K. S. Egiyan et al. (CLAS) Phys. Rev. Lett. 98, 262502 (2007)
L. L. Frankfurt, M. M. Sargsian, and M. I. Strikman Phys.Rev.C561124 (1997) 

GEA theory:

Misak M. Sargsian Phys.Rev.C82014612 (2010)

J. Laget Phys.Lett.B60949 (2005)

J. Laget Phys.Lett.B60949 (2005)

S.Jeschonnek and J. W. VanOrden Phys.Rev.C80054001 (2009)
CD-Bonn FSI (Calculations: Misak Sargsian)  
  Misak M. Sargsian Phys.Rev.C82014612 (2010)  

JVO Model (Calculations: J.W. Van Orden & S. Jeschonnek)  
S.Jeschonnek and J. W. VanOrden Phys.Rev.C80054001 (2009)  

Paris FSI (Calculations: J.M. Laget)  
J. Laget Phys.Lett.B60949 (2005)  

Paris FSI+MEC+IC (Calculations: J.M. Laget)  
J. Laget Phys.Lett.B60949 (2005) 

minimal FSI at θnq ∼ 35 − 45∘ 

FSI peak at θnq ∼ 70∘

Boeglin et al. (Hall A) Phys.Rev.Lett. 107, 262501 (2011) 
K. S. Egiyan et al. (CLAS) Phys. Rev. Lett. 98, 262502 (2007)  

How do we control FSI?

7

https://journals.aps.org/prc/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevC.82.014612
https://journals.aps.org/prc/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevC.80.054001
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0370269305001139?via=ihub
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0370269305001139?via=ihub
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0370269305001139?via=ihub
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0370269305001139?via=ihub


• non-relativistic theory calc. using CD-Bonn (M. Sargsian) reproduce data up to pm ∼ 0.7 GeV/c  

• no model reproduces data pm > 0.7 GeV/c (non-nucleonic degrees of freedom?, quarks?) 

C. Yero et al. Phys.Rev.Lett. 125, 262501 (2020)  

Some other results
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m = -1

m = 0

m = +1 ⃗B

νD

νD

Spin 1 System 

In a magnetic field: 
 3 sublevels (+1, 0, 1) due to Zeeman 
interaction. 
Two energy transitions  with intensities 

(+1 to 0) and (0  to -1).I+ I−

νD =
μDB

h
νD = 6.54MHz /T

Deuteron Polarization

9



Em = − hνDm + hνQ(cos2θ − 1)(3m2 − 2)

eQ : Electric Quadrupole interaction shifts energy levels 
eq : Electric field gradient  
θ   : angle between eq and B 

     : Quadrupole FrequencyνQ =
e2qQ

8h

m = -1

m = 0

m = +1⃗B

νD − 3νQ
νD + 6νQ

νD − 6νQ
νD + 3νQ

Keller, D. Eur. Phys. J.  A53 (2017) .

Deuteron NMR Line-shape.

R =
ν − νD

3νQ

Deuteron Polarization

I+

I−

10

http://inspirehep.net/author/profile/Keller%2C%20D.?recid=1611137&ln=en


Vector Polarization
Pz = N+1 − N−1
−1 < Pz < + 1

Tensor Polarization

Pzz = N+1 + N−1 − 2N0

−2 < Pzz < + 1

Normalization:
N+1 + N−1 + N0 = 1
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(-1,+1) (+1,+1)

(0,-2)

Pzz

Pz

Vector Polarization
Pz = N+1 − N−1
−1 < Pz < + 1

Tensor Polarization

Pzz = N+1 + N−1 − 2N0

−2 < Pzz < + 1

Normalization:
N+1 + N−1 + N0 = 1
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Normalization:
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Once upon a time 
this was the maximum  
limit with solid targets
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DNP System

UNH System
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Figure 6: The NMR measurement for a deuteron

polarization at 49.8%, with the fit used to extract

the polarization measurement.

Figure 7: NMR measurement with fit result after

the ss-RF has been applied to the two negative

tensor regions. The tensor polarization from this

example was 28.8%.

the number of variables. We then waited for the system to reach a steady-state and then

recorded the results. We present the parameters for the best measurements with the

cleanest signal and best fit results in Table 1.

ss-RF Enhanced Measurements

Peak (MHz) Amp

(mV)

Pedestal (MHz) Amp

(mV)

Pzz (%) Error

(%)

32.62(0.000) 20 32.85(0.015) 70 26.7 5.4

32.63(0.015) 30 32.85(0.020) 40 28.8 5.7

32.64(0.015) 30 32.84(0.025) 40 29.4 7.2

32.64(0.015) 25 32.83(0.035) 20 26.5 6.8

32.64(0.015) 20 32.85(0.035) 70 30.3 7.8

32.64(0.020) 20 32.85(0.025) 40 27.5 4.7

32.64(0.015) 40 32.88(0.055) 50 31.1 8.5

Table 1: NMR measurements for various trials of optimized tensor enhancement for different applied ss-RF

amplitude and frequency location for both the pedestal and peak, and the corresponding modulation range.

For the set of measurements listed in Table 1, the amplitude (Amp) and modulation

center frequency and range are given for the RF applied to the peak and pedestal. The

resulting tensor polarization was extracted after the data was taken and analyzed offline.
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Figure 6: The NMR measurement for a deuteron

polarization at 49.8%, with the fit used to extract

the polarization measurement.
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Figure 7: NMR measurement with fit result after

the ss-RF has been applied to the two negative

tensor regions. The tensor polarization from this

example was 28.8%.

the number of variables. We then waited for the system to reach a steady-state and then

recorded the results. We present the parameters for the best measurements with the

cleanest signal and best fit results in Table 1.

ss-RF Enhanced Measurements

Peak (MHz) Amp

(mV)

Pedestal (MHz) Amp

(mV)

Pzz (%) Error

(%)

32.62(0.000) 20 32.85(0.015) 70 26.7 5.4

32.63(0.015) 30 32.85(0.020) 40 28.8 5.7

32.64(0.015) 30 32.84(0.025) 40 29.4 7.2

32.64(0.015) 25 32.83(0.035) 20 26.5 6.8

32.64(0.015) 20 32.85(0.035) 70 30.3 7.8

32.64(0.020) 20 32.85(0.025) 40 27.5 4.7

32.64(0.015) 40 32.88(0.055) 50 31.1 8.5

Table 1: NMR measurements for various trials of optimized tensor enhancement for different applied ss-RF

amplitude and frequency location for both the pedestal and peak, and the corresponding modulation range.

For the set of measurements listed in Table 1, the amplitude (Amp) and modulation

center frequency and range are given for the RF applied to the peak and pedestal. The

resulting tensor polarization was extracted after the data was taken and analyzed offline.
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DNP polarized enhanced signal 
Pzz = 19.7 %

Figure 3: Drawing of the ss-RF cup and coil used for the set of experiments discussed. The NMR coil is also

shown inside.

copper clad non-magnetic steel with a diameter of ⇠0.2 mm. The coil was constructed

to approximate a homogeneous RF field around the target material that was perpen-

dicular to the holding field. For optimal performance, the coil was both impedance

matched and tuned as an LCR circuit to maximize power and reduce reflection at the

coil. The target cell used was 2.5 cm in diameter and 3 cm long with a volume of about

15 cm3, which held about 9 g of d-butanol. The ss-RF coil was fitted and fixed around

the diameter of the target cell. The ss-RF was modulated over the frequency domain

of interest at the appropriate RF power to semi-saturate the NMR line to the intensity

level of interest.

Adequate power delivery to the material from the ss-RF source was critical. Even

with the ss-RF coil matched and tuned, amplification was required as the SMT03 Rohde

& Schwarz (R&S) RF generator used only delivered a maximum of 20 mW. We used

an inline RF amplifier from Minicircuits (model LZY-1+) at 50 W and with 50 W

amplification between 20 to 512 MHz. The power requirements at the coil was on the

8

Starting with: Tensor enhanced signal:

ss-RF enhanced signal 
Pzz = 28.8 %

 goes to  

RF 

D.  Keller. Nucl. Instrum. Meth. A 981 (2020).

Semi-Saturating RF (ss-RF)
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Figure 10: NMR measurement of tensor en-

hancement optimization that was achieved with

single location of ss-RF while rotating continu-

ously at a fixed rate. The resulting tensor polar-

ization was approximately 33%.
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Figure 11: NMR measurement of tensor en-

hancement maximized by using two locations of

ss-RF while rotating continuously at a fixed rate.

The resulting tensor polarization was approxi-

mately 36%.

tensor polarization enhancement during continuous DNP and continuous rotation at a

constant rate. These results indicate that an absolute tensor polarization enhancement

of around 15% given an initial 50% vector polarization is viable under the standard

conditions of a scattering experiment. What we conclude from the analysis of the data

from rotation is that it is necessary to implement the ss-RF with a power profile that is

sensitive to the lineshape as a function the ss-RF frequency, modulation range as well as

target rotation rate. The modulation range should be minimized while using rotation to

reduce excess RF-power load to the target. Rotation can be used to effectively modulate

even when the ss-RF is fixed.

There is additional measurement error when rotation is involved due to the time

dependence of the spectral diffusion. This error can likely be reduced with further

research and the development of online rss-RF optimization software and measurement

tools. This work is also underway at UVA.

Figure 12 shows a model of a rotating target which would be similar to what would

be used in a scattering experiment. The front and back of the cup would be made of

thin foil for the beam to pass through, and the cup would be made to rotate around by a

gear driven from the perimeter of the cup. The ss-RF coil would be fixed to the target

ladder and not in contact with the rotating part of the cup, while the NMR coil would be

fixed on the inside of the ss-RF coil. The cup that was used to take the measurements
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Figure 6: The NMR measurement for a deuteron

polarization at 49.8%, with the fit used to extract

the polarization measurement.

Figure 7: NMR measurement with fit result after

the ss-RF has been applied to the two negative

tensor regions. The tensor polarization from this

example was 28.8%.

the number of variables. We then waited for the system to reach a steady-state and then

recorded the results. We present the parameters for the best measurements with the

cleanest signal and best fit results in Table 1.

ss-RF Enhanced Measurements

Peak (MHz) Amp

(mV)

Pedestal (MHz) Amp

(mV)

Pzz (%) Error

(%)

32.62(0.000) 20 32.85(0.015) 70 26.7 5.4

32.63(0.015) 30 32.85(0.020) 40 28.8 5.7

32.64(0.015) 30 32.84(0.025) 40 29.4 7.2

32.64(0.015) 25 32.83(0.035) 20 26.5 6.8

32.64(0.015) 20 32.85(0.035) 70 30.3 7.8

32.64(0.020) 20 32.85(0.025) 40 27.5 4.7

32.64(0.015) 40 32.88(0.055) 50 31.1 8.5

Table 1: NMR measurements for various trials of optimized tensor enhancement for different applied ss-RF

amplitude and frequency location for both the pedestal and peak, and the corresponding modulation range.

For the set of measurements listed in Table 1, the amplitude (Amp) and modulation

center frequency and range are given for the RF applied to the peak and pedestal. The

resulting tensor polarization was extracted after the data was taken and analyzed offline.

12

DNP polarized enhanced signal 
Pzz = 19.7 %

Starting with: Tensor enhanced signal:

rss-RF enhanced signal 
Pzz ∼ 36 %

 goes to  

RF 

D.  Keller. Nucl. Instrum. Meth. A 981 (2020).

Rotating Semi-Saturating RF (ss-RF)

Figure 12: Drawing of a possible design for a rss-RF cup that would work in a scattering experiment. A thin

foil lid and bottom would be used directly in the beam path. The microwave horn and the rotation drive are

also visible.

presented here is similar to this design.

5.3. Other RF Techniques

The MAS technique is standard in solid-state NMR frequently used in NMR spec-

troscopy to suppress dipolar broadening [26]. The local field produced at an observed

spin has components with symmetry like those of second rank spherical harmonics.

When the sample is spun, local fields orthogonal to the spinning axis are rendered time

dependent and modulate the NMR signal at multiples of the spin rate. The resulting

NMR signal contains a set of side bands at multiples of the spin rate and a center band

whose width is determined by the distribution of local fields along the rotation axis.

For dipolar fields, the component along a spinning axis oriented at angle b with re-

spect to the holding field is reduced by a factor of P2(cosb ). For MAS, P2(cosb ) = 0,

and dipolar broadening can be greatly suppressed. Complete suppression requires that

the spin rate be much larger than the magnitude of the static coupling (usually tens of

kHz). With high frequency spinning, the side band intensities reduce to zero.

Some interactions, such as those from electric quadrupole fields, do not average

completely from MAS. In addition, if the rotation is not at the magic angle, the aver-

aging of all the interactions will not be complete. We expect that there is an avenue of
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8

which is more compactly expressed as,
R ✓2
✓1

P (✓)d✓

Pn
=

R ✓2
✓1

Q(✓)d✓

Qn
. (21)

For a quick proof, we can assert that once integrated
over ✓ a fraction µ of the total area under the curve of
one absorption line remains, such that,

Z ✓2

✓1

P (✓)d✓ = µI+ + µI�, (22)

where in Fig. 9 we show µI+ as the shaded red region
which is some fraction of the area of I+ under the red
curve and µI� as the shaded green region which is the
same fraction of the area of I� under the green curve.
The tensor polarization is then,

Z ✓2

✓1

Q(✓)d✓ = µI+ � µI�, (23)

which allows us to write the ratio of as,
R ✓2
✓1

P (✓)d✓

Pn
=

R ✓2
✓1

Q(✓)d✓

Qn
(24)

µI+ + µI�
I+ + I�

=
µI� � µI�
I+ � I�

FIG. 9. An illustration of a single ✓ bin where the ratio of

the red-shaded area to the total area under the red curve is

the same as the green-shaded area to the total area under the

green curve.

This equality is very useful as it directly indicates that
under steady-state conditions there exists not just a sin-
gle equilibrium state over the whole frequency domain

but a series of infinitesimal equilibrium states pertaining
to the population di↵erences in ✓ divided into ✓ bins. All
✓ bins respect a di↵erential equilibrium condition, which
is Boltzmann equilibrium unless there is a di↵erential
spin temperature Ts for that particular ✓ bin or intensity
area. This result allows a piecewise integration of the the
various di↵erential spin temperature regions to calculate
the partial or bulk polarizations of any spin configuration
of the ensemble.
It is clear that while the spin system is in equilibrium,

knowledge of the vector polarization within the NMR line
provides exact information about the tensor polarization.
The vector and tensor polarization information comes di-
rectly from the intensity area sum or di↵erence, I+± I�,
respectively, and thus satisfy the condition in Eq.6 and
Eq. 21. These two equations can be used to calculate the
total polarizations Qn and Pn, as well as di↵erential po-
larizations Qn(✓), Pn(✓), Qn(R) and Pn(R). These cal-
culations will be within an error reduced by information
from the calibration constant from thermal equilibrium
measurements. But the error will also be reduced by
taking advantage of the Boltzmann equilibrium manifes-
tation in the lineshape while doing computation signal
extraction. In this way, the NMR signals that possess
the signature Pake doublet lineshape have the potential
of significant CW-NMR error minimization.

B. Calculation of Population Densities

FIG. 10. An plot of energy levels (Em=�1 energy level solid

red, Em=0 energy level solid green, Em=+1 energy level solid

blue) in ✓ shown on the left axis), with populations in each

energy level (corresponding dashed colors) with indications of

energy level shown on the right axis. Absorption curves are

also superimposed; I+ in cyan, and I� in yellow.

Area

 Area
1
2  Measurement: 

1. Differential binning 

2. Spin temperature consistency 

 
 

3. Rate response 

 

Pz = C(I+ + I−)
Pzz = C(I+ − I−)

Alost =
1
2

Agained

Manipulation of spin-1 solid-state targets

D.  Keller. Nucl. Instrum. Meth. A 1050 (2023).
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 Uncertainty in the physics results go here

With a beam current of 80 nA  
Annealing once per day (100% efficiency -  for one cup ) 

 
  

Starting with a vector polarization of 
50%  

In reality…

19



 
DNP 

5 T magnet  
1 K with an evaporation refrigerator 

(1 W cooling power) 
0.3 W  microwave on material

Material 
Irradiated Butanol ( )  

Note:  Tensor enhancement can be treated similarly 
for materials with the same lineshape ( ).  

C4D9OH

ND3

ssRF:  ~30  7 % (rel)  
rssRF: ~ 36    9.5 % (rel)

±
±

Current Experimental Setup

20



What do we measure?

21



Can we manipulate it?

22



Can we manipulate it? More….

23



⟹ Azz = 2
Pzz

(
σpol

σunpol
− 1)

18

Pzz : target tensor polarization

Azz : target tensor analyzing power

general d(e, e’p) polarized cross section

σpol = σunpol[1 + 1
2 PzzAzz] Simplified tensor-polarized cross sections 

from which tensor-asymmetry is extracted

σpol, unpol : polarized, unpolarized cross sections

Azz can also be expressed in terms 
of the spin-dependent cross sections 
and can be substituted above and solve 
for spin-dependent absolute cross sections

See  W U Boeglin 2014 J. Phys.: Conf. Ser. 543 012011  
for detailed step-by-step calculations of the above Azz expressionsSee W U Boeglin 2014 J. Phys.: Conf. Ser. 543 012011 

for detailed step-by-step calculations of the above Azz expressions  

We will  measure…

24



19

spin-dependent d(e, e’p) polarized cross section

See  W U Boeglin 2014 J. Phys.: Conf. Ser. 543 012011  
for detailed step-by-step calculations of the above formulas

σ0 = σunpol(1 − 2
Pzz

(
σpol

σunpol
− 1))

σ±1 = σunpol(1 + 1
Pzz

(
σpol

σunpol
− 1))

“torus” component 

“dumbbell” component 

Under PWIA assumption:  spin-dependent ~momentum distributions (  ) can be 
extracted from the spin-dependent cross sections 

ρ(pm)0,±1
σ0,±1

spin-dependent cross sections may be expressed as:  σm = σm(Pzz, σpol, σunpol)

σred ≡
σ0,±1

k ⋅ σeN
∼ ρ0,±1(pi)  spin-dependent reduced cross sections  

(are ~spin-dependent momentum distributions under PWIA)

Spin-Dependent d(e, e’p) polarized cross section 

25
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theoretical spin-dependent momentum distributions

θk

⃗B
⃗pi

1 fm−1 ∼ 200MeV/c

Forest J et al. 1996 Phys. Rev. C 54 646

(a) k < 150 MeV/c missing momenta covered by NIKHEF: Zhou Z L et al. 1999 Phys. Rev. Lett. 82 687 

(a), (b) k < 500 MeV/c missing momenta covered by MIT-Bates: A. DeGrush et al. (BLAST Collaboration)  
                                                                                                          Phys. Rev. Lett. 119, 182501 (2017)

d(e,e’p)existing  data  
@ NIKHEF 
(1997) 

Azz existing  data 
@ MIT-Bates 
(2017)

Azz

Previous measurements
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previous tensor-polarized d(e, e’p) measurements
Z.-L. Zhou et al. Phys. Rev. Lett. 82, 687 (1999)

• @ NIKHEF:  first-ever exclusive d(e, e’p)  
tensor-polarized  data (  ,  
Pm < 150 MeV/c ) 

• extracted deuteron tensor-asymmetry   
at 3-momentum transfers  (~340 MeV) 

• dominated by FSI, MEC, IC, but effects well described  
by theoretical model

Q2 < 1 GeV2

AT
d (or, Azz)

| ⃗q | = 1.7fm−1

22

FSI
PWBA
Total

Theory calculations:   H. Arenhövel, W. Leidemann, 
and E.L. Tomusiak, Phys. 
Rev. C 52, 1232 (1995).

Previous measurements
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previous tensor-polarized d(e, e’p) measurements

• @ MIT-Bates:  exclusive d(e, e’p)  
tensor-polarized  data (  ,  
up to Pm ~ 500 MeV/c, the highest-to-date ) 

• extracted  analyzing power dominated by  
FSI, MEC, IC, but effects mostly well-described  
by theoretical calculations

Q2 ∼ 0.1 − 0.5 GeV2

Azz

A. DeGrush et al. (BLAST Collaboration) Phys. Rev. Lett. 119, 182501 (2017)

23
Theory calculations: H. Arenhovel, W. Leidemann, and E.L. Tomusiak,  
Eur. Phys. J. A23, 147–190 (2005) 

Previous measurements
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tensor-polarized d(e, e’p)  
measurements @ Hall C 
at large  and Q2 xbj > 1

NO exclusive d(e, e’p)  measurements  
at   exist to-date 

NO   spin-dependent d(e, e’p)  
momentum distributions exist to-date 

We propose to:  
 
(1) measure tensor-analyzing power  
 
(2) measure absolute unpolarized/polarized cross sections,   
 
(3) extract the spin-dependent momentum distributions  

Azz
Q2 > 1 GeV2

ρ0,±

Azz,

σpol,unpol

ρ0,±
2429
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Selecting Optimal Central Kinematics

 -----------------------------   
    d(e,e'p) Rate Estimates     
 -----------------------------  

Q2 = 2.1 GeV^2 
Pm Setting: 300 
Model: Laget FSI 
Ib [uA]     = 0.100  
time [hr]   = 168.000  
charge [mC] = 60.480  
Pm counts  = 1535.644 
d(e,e'p) Rates [Hz] = 2.539E-03  
DAQ Rates [Hz] = 0.032 
 ----------------------------- 

 -----------------------------   
    d(e,e'p) Rate Estimates     
 -----------------------------  

Q2 = 2.9 GeV^2 
Pm Setting: 300 
Model: Laget FSI 
Ib [uA]     = 0.100  
time [hr]   = 168.000  
charge [mC] = 60.480  
Pm counts  = 3275.409 
d(e,e'p) Rates [Hz] = 5.416E-03  
DAQ Rates [Hz] = 0.010 
 ----------------------------- 

300 9.7261 8.204 1.4322 63.346 1.6665 56.3924 35.311 6.9542 2.1

300 9.3870 9.817 1.8241 56.346 2.0616 50.9282 35.0368 5.4179 2.9

300 9.1252 10.941 2.1142 52.191 2.3510 47.4551 35.5878 4.7366 3.5

Pmiss[MeV] kf[GeV] θe[deg] pf[GeV] θp[deg] | ⃗q | [GeV] θq[deg] θpq[deg]θrq[deg] Q2[GeV2]

 -----------------------------   
    d(e,e'p) Rate Estimates     
 -----------------------------  

Q2 = 3.5 GeV^2 
Pm Setting: 300 
Model: Laget FSI 
Ib [uA]     = 0.100  
time [hr]   = 168.000  
charge [mC] = 60.480  
Pm counts  = 1503.470 
d(e,e'p) Rates [Hz] = 2.486E-03  
DAQ Rates [Hz] = 0.005 
 ----------------------------- 

LD2 10 cm
ρt = 0.167[g/cm3]Eb = 10.549[GeV]
σt = 1670[mg/cm2] radiative_effects: ON

limiting_factor: 5T magnet opening angle +/- 35 deg 
limits HMS (proton) angles we can explore to < 35 deg  
                (will need to re-calculated !)

168 [hrs]Ib = 100 [nA]

30
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Selecting minimal FSI d(e, e’p) kinematical bins

m
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ng

 m
om
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tu

m
 [G

eV
/c

]

recoil angle [deg]

Q2 = 2.9 GeV2

small FSI
large FSI

θrq = 35 ± 5∘
θrq = 75 ± 5∘
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Selecting minimal FSI d(e, e’p) kinematical bins

m
is

si
ng

 m
om

en
tu

m
 [G

eV
/c

]

recoil angle [deg]

yield=3275 (e,e’p)

beam_time=168 hrs

rate=19.5 counts/hr

• integrated over all recoil  angles (1D projection) 

• includes bins where FSI are large (>45 deg), 
therefore NOT ideal for extracting momentum 
distributions , as PWIA condition NOT 
met 

θrq

ρ(pm)o,±

Q2 = 2.9 GeV2

32
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Selecting minimal FSI d(e, e’p) kinematical bins

θrq = 35 ± 5∘

m
is

si
ng

 m
om

en
tu

m
 [G

eV
/c

]

recoil angle [deg]

yield=454 (e,e’p)

beam_time=168 hrs

rate=2.7 counts/hr

• selected bin  (1D projection)  
where FSI reduced  

• rates drop dramatically (maybe widen bin?) 

θrq ∼ 35∘

Q2 = 2.9 GeV2
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Selecting minimal FSI d(e, e’p) kinematical bins

θrq = 35 ± 5∘

m
is

si
ng

 m
om
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/c

]

recoil angle [deg]

• selected bin  (1D projection)  
where FSI reduced  

• rates drop dramatically (maybe widen bin?)  

θrq ∼ 35∘

Q2 = 2.9 GeV2

±10 %

1 week (168 hrs) @ 100 nA 

• 1 week (168 hrs) @ 100 nA (unpolarized)  
 < 20 % stats error for missing momenta  
       Pm ~ 180 - 340 MeV/c
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Plots / code execution by: Nathaly Santiesteban

Theoretical calculation by: Misak Sargsian
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Some Theory Motivation 
Courtesy of M. Sargsian
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Tensor Asymmetry (after multiplying Azz by some kinematical factors)

Plots / code execution: Nathaly Santiesteban

Theoretical calculation by: Misak Sargsian36

Some Theory Motivation 
Courtesy of M. Sargsian



Summary

• Tensor-polarized d(e, e’p) provides unique opportunity 

• We are working in optimizing the kinematics. 

• We propose: to carry out detailed study of deuteron short-range structure  

✦measure exclusive tensor asymmetry  (at unprecedented large Q ) 

✦measure absolute spin projection dependent absolute cross sections, 

 
✦  extract spin-dependent reduced cross sections, which under PWIA 

~ momentum distributions  

Azz

σ0,±1

ρ(pm)0,±1
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